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campus update
Andrews ranked on U.S. News’ list of top 201 National Universities
Also Forbes.com rankings, enrollment update on main campus, School of Distance Education and GIA

Of the 201 institutions formally ranked in
U.S. News & World Report as top national
universities (there are 276 listed overall,
but 75 are either unranked or do not have
published rankings), Andrews is listed at
#181 this year, an improvement over the 2013
rankings.
Andrews is the only Seventh-day Adventist
institution included in this classification and
U.S. News list.
According to U.S. News, schools in the
National Universities category are ranked
by the Carnegie Classifications, a category
that also includes Columbia University and
Stanford University. The ranking indicates that
Andrews and other national universities in this
category offer a full range of undergraduate
majors, plus master’s and PhD programs.
These universities also are committed to
producing groundbreaking research.

programs in each area).
Andrews was also
listed within other “best
of” lists in U.S. News’
annual rankings for
national universities,
including “A+ Colleges
for B Students,”
“Economic Diversity,”
“Freshman Retention
Rates,” “Highest Level
of Need-Based Aid
Awarded” (ranking
#58 out of 250 national
universities listed),
and “Highest 6-Year
Dwight K. Nelson, senior pastor of Pioneer Memorial Church, offers the
Graduation Rates.”
dedication prayer at University Convocation, officially marking the opening of
the school year on August 29, 2013.
Forbes.com also
ranked Andrews
University #543 (an
improvement over 2013
overall level of student debt. We’re working
rankings) in “America’s
together as a campus this fall to understand
Top Colleges,” a
how we can tighten our focus on serving our
compilation of the 650 best
current students as well as those who will
educational institutions
attend Andrews in the future.”
(out of more than 6,000)
Elsewhere on the Berrien Springs campus,
across the country.
the graduate programs enrolled 386 new
Forbes gives an overall rating and smaller
graduate students this fall, the highest
subcategory ratings; once again, Andrews
number in five years, and an increase of 29
University also made the lists “Best Private
new students over last fall’s enrollment in
Colleges,” “Best Research Universities” and
this category.
“Best in the Midwest.”
Three years ago, Andrews University
Like many universities nationwide this
assumed ownership of Griggs University &
fall, Andrews University has seen a decrease
Griggs International Academy, previously
in its 2013–2014 enrollment, with 3,516
operated by the General Conference of
undergraduate, graduate and post-doctoral
Seventh-day Adventists.
students enrolled on our main campus. This
The newly created School of Distance
represents an overall decrease of 35 students,
Education oversees the operations of these
or one percent fewer than last year. Even
Griggs programs, and also coordinates
with that decrease, over the past decade,
affiliate and extension education sites for the
enrollment on the University’s Berrien
University throughout the United States and
Springs campus has increased by more than
around the world. Altogether, 3,049 students
500 students, or 17 percent.
pursue Andrews University degrees at affiliate
“The trend in our enrollment this fall
or extension sites worldwide (this number
reflects a national trend in undergraduate
includes 994 Griggs University students).
higher education, especially with decreases
Griggs International Academy teaches 1,562
in freshmen student populations across
students worldwide. These include students
the United States,” says Randy Graves, vice
at both elementary and high school levels
president for enrollment management.
doing home schooling or studying full-time at
“We’re challenged to continue to find ways
Griggs International Academy sites globally,
to contain our costs, as well as find effective
along with Job Corps, a program that offers
ways to help assure our students graduate
high school diplomas and job skill training to
in a timely way and, as a result, reduce their
at-risk students throughout the United States.

“We’re challenged to continue to find
ways to contain our costs, as well as
find effective ways to help assure our
students graduate in a timely way.”
Andrews University made a few other U.S.
News & World Report college ranking lists.
With a diversity index of .74 (the closer a
school’s number is to 1.0, the more diverse it
is), the University is tied second nationally
in Campus Ethnic Diversity among national
universities, a ranking shared with Stanford
University, University of Houston and St.
John’s University in New York.
With 14 percent of our student body
composed of international students, Andrews
is once again tied for 9th (with Brandeis
University in Massachusetts) in Most
International Students.
The physical therapy and social work
programs at Andrews made the top 150 of
U.S. News’ “Best Grad Schools 2014” list.
Andrews’ graduate programs in counseling
psychology and nursing, along with the
University’s School of Education, were also
included in the overall rankings. In the U.S.
News’ “Best Online Programs 2014” ranking,
the University’s online MBA and graduate
education programs were both listed among
the top online programs (ranking #69 and
#109 respectively among nearly 150 ranked
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AUTV premieres on campus

Hosted on YouTube, AUTV features news, devotionals, character profiles and short films

The premiere of Andrews University Television
(AUTV), “Take Me to the Movies,” on Sunday,
Oct. 20, promoted their new YouTube station
where students can watch videos made
specifically for them by their peers.
Tiffany Evering, senior photography major
and director of AUTV, directs, produces and
writes for the videos that are showcased
online. Working alongside her is Jourdain
Smith, senior documentary film major,
director of photography; Lauren Olson,
senior documentary film major and head
editor; and Ben Choi, freshman pre-physical
therapy major and assistant director. AUTV
has three contract workers and also depends
on volunteers. Jonathan Jacobs, president of
the Andrews University Student Association
(AUSA), directs and produces as well.
The AUTV station will debut a variety of
different videos to engage Andrews’ students.
Character profiles, dubbed “The Profile,”
are short documentaries about students
on campus. The first episode of this series,
“Scriptural Beauty,” premiered on the AUTV

YouTube page and shares the
story of Brazilian Christian artists
Tiago and Andre Arrais, who use
the beauty of scripture to inspire
their music to spread the gospel.
“Moods” is a series of silent
shorts that will be shown
about twice a month and will
incorporate a story that the
student filmmakers create and set
L–R: Debbie Michel, Emmanuel Leonard and Stephanie Recinos
to classical music.
prepare for an edition of AUTV News.
There will also be a special
segment featuring Andrews’
seminary students entitled
provide live streaming of the University’s
“Devotion.” These shorts will allow students to
basketball games and church services.
listen and watch devotions made specifically
“We are very honored to be able to
to inspire the Andrews community.
provide this sort of service for the Andrews
The series “Based” is currently in
community and we pray we expand,” says
production and will incorporate stories heard
Evering. “Our goal is unify our campus and to
from friends and peers and create them into
inspire creatively, spiritually and cognitively.
short films.
We want to hear from our community because
Along with these original series, the
we are a service for them.”
Department of Communication is producing
AUTV shows are archived at www.youtube.
a campus-wide news program and will also
com/watchausa.

Campus raises funds for typhoon relief

Andrews Filipino International Association spearheads relief for victims of Typhoon Haiyan

Within hours after Typhoon Haiyan hit the
shores of the Philippines, Andrews University
students were in action. The Andrews Filipino
International Association (AFIA) gathered
to discuss what they could do to help from
halfway around the globe. Their initial
reaction was to just do what they could.
“We started with selling our extra club
apparel,” explains Fares Magesa, AFIA
sponsor and financial aid advisor for Student
Financial Services. “We set up a table in the
Campus Center and provided a bucket for
cash donations, too. That small act has led to
many opportunities to help the people of the
Philippines.”
One such opportunity was a partnership
with the University Symphony Orchestra
and Howard Performing Arts Center for a
benefit concert in late November. Through
the emergency management initiatives of
ADRA International, both the orchestra and
the Howard Center contributed 100 percent
of the concert’s proceeds to aid victims of
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the devastating storm. AFIA also
sold apparel at the concert as part
of their fundraising campaign,
“Many Hands, One Hope,” giving all
proceeds directly to ADRA. Between
ticket and apparel sales, as well as
concessions during the concert,
AFIA was able to raise $1,900.
Since the initial setup of that
The Fil-Am Church in Berrien Springs partnered with AFIA to hold
small table in the Campus Center,
a benefit international food fair.
AFIA has received large lump sum
Photo contributed by Laren Davidhizar.
donations from churches as far away
as Atlanta, and were approached by
a catering company about holding a benefit
the generosity of many hands and hearts
banquet. In addition, the Filipino-American
continue to give the people hope,” says
church in Berrien Springs partnered with
Magesa. “We are thankful for the support of
AFIA to hold a benefit international food fair,
our local and extended community, as well as
bringing in nearly $3,000 for ADRA and the
Andrews University’s administrative support.
Philippines.
It has been inspirational to watch people
The Gospels class taught by Teresa Reeve
come together for good like this.”
in the seminary held a benefit garage sale on
For more information and fundraising
December 8 with proceeds going to ADRA.
updates, visit andrews.edu/go/afia or contact
“In a situation like this, you truly see how
the association at afia@andrews.edu.
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campus update
Fall board report

Diversity and enrollment trends, additional financial aid and degrees, and the wellness initiative

The first issue addressed in President
Andreasen’s fall board briefing, held Oct. 29,
was campus student diversity. The current
trend is a reduction in the number of white
students at Andrews University, while the
number of Asian and Hispanic international
students is rising.

is the installation of an accurate, up-to-date
cost calculator on the Andrews website.
The University’s commitment is to get more
information out earlier so parents and
students can determine their bottom line as
soon as possible.
A report from the audit committee included
no corrections or complaints
from the auditors.
Although tuition during
summer sessions in 2013 put
budget a couple hundred
thousand dollars ahead,
fall enrollment patterns
put it behind. Andreasen pointed out that
the bigger challenge to operations this year
is that health benefits are above budget by
several hundred thousand dollars.
Enrollment budget for 2015 will be built on
98 percent of the current year. Tuition and fees
will increase by three percent, the smallest
increase proposed in the last five years, and
church support will increase by two percent at
the General Conference level and one percent
at the North American Division level.
To achieve the board requirement of
increasing the operating expenses budget by
3.3 percent, Andrews will reduce expenses by
$900,000 across campus next year.
The Governance Committee updated their
by-laws to reflect the change in procedure
that the Higher Learning Commission
requested clarification on.

The University’s committment is to
get more information out earlier so
parents and students can determine
their bottom line as soon as possible.
The president also reported that in the
Midwest half of all private colleges and
universities and one third of public colleges
and universities did not reach their enrollment
and budget expectations this year. Trends
are the same across the country but less
pronounced. This could possibly be related to
the fact that the number of high school and
academy graduates in the country is dropping,
particularly in the Midwest and east.
Randy Graves, vice president for
enrollment management, spoke to the board
about initiatives to give the recruitment
team an edge in attracting students. One is
to reward students for finishing their degree
in four years, and another is to give transfer
students a similar financial aid option to
what freshmen are offered. An important
initiative that will be completed in December

The Academic Committee shared
information about two new degrees: a Doctor
of Missiology in the seminary focused on
missions abroad, and a Bachelor of Science in
music through the College of Arts & Sciences.
Finally, Larry Schalk, vice president for
financial administration, shared preliminary
designs for the health and wellness center,
developed by committees with help from the
architecture program at Andrews. Though its
proposed interior and exterior designs are preliminary, its location has been determined to
be northwest of the Howard Performing Arts
Center and south of Pioneer Memorial Church.
The second part of the wellness initiative is
more mission driven and less to do with the
facility, involving things like food service, the
exterior campus environment and hiring a
wellness advocate.
Current funding for the wellness center
totals just over $12 million, and conversations
are in progress regarding another $3 million.
Additional commitments totaling in the
hundreds of thousands were made from
board members.
The board also voted a number of faculty
and staff appointments.

For the complete story go to:
www.andrews.edu/news

David Asscherick, co-director of Lightbearers and cofounder of ARISE, presented an inspirational eight-part
series titled “This is My Church?” from October 18–26.
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Documentary Film class attends TIFF
Students have the opportunity to expand their awareness of film culture

As part of his “Directing the Documentary”
class at Andrews University, Paul Kim,
associate professor of documentary film,
debuted a program to take his students to the
Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) this
past summer and is considering opening up
this opportunity to the entire Documentary
Film program.
The TIFF is one of the two most prominent
film festivals in the world, the other being the
Cannes Film Festival in France. Because of
worldwide exposure of the Toronto festival,
Kim feels that this opportunity is important
to get his students involved with film in a big
urban area.
“One challenge I see with film today is that
so much of what we are familiar with and so
much of what we consume is mainstream,”
says Kim.
The films presented in Toronto usually
have plot lines that break social standards
that the students may not be familiar with. It

can help them develop
different perspectives
and consider in which
direction they want their
careers to go.
Kim took his students
to a dozen films over the
course of five days. The
filmmakers and some
actors attended the
showings and took
questions from the
Paul Kim (left) and his documentary film class attended the Toronto International
Film Festival in September.
audience about their
work.
There were a total
Documentaries tend to embrace the social
of seven students who ventured to Toronto
component, giving filmmakers a sense of civic
with Kim and those students used what they
responsibility as they approach their work.
saw and discussed it throughout the semester
The students are encouraged to get their work
during class. Kim feels this experience
out into the community and engage people
was important to expose the students to
by having conversations that would not
something bigger and broader than anything
otherwise take place.
they’d seen before.
“The power of cinema is considering life
The Documentary Film
and situations in ways that people wouldn’t
program focuses specifically
have otherwise,” Kim states.
on non-fiction, which
sets it apart from other
schools with film programs.

“The power of cinema is considering
life and situations in ways that
people wouldn’t have otherwise.”

Terrace Café receives prestigious certification
From Bon Appétit Management Company

Bon Appétit Management Company Terrace
Café at Andrews University received their
Great Expectation III (GE III) certification in
December. The Bon Appétit staff have worked
persistently to contribute to the unique dining
experience of every guest in order to achieve
this accomplishment.
The certification required a rigorous
inspection of specific details of Bon Appétit’s
operations including product sourcing,
cleanliness, service standards, décor and food
presentation. The GE III document breaks
down these traits into specific measures that
are applied station by station and program by
program.
“GE III certification is the honor given to
those accounts that completely adhere to the
many operating standards of Bon Appétit,”
says J. Mark Daniels, general manager and
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director of Bon Appétit at Andrews. “It is a
stringent process and the standards are high.
There are only a small percentage of accounts
nationwide that have earned this coveted
certification.”
Carrie Buckley, director of merchandising at
Bon Appétit, was impressed by aspects of the
cafeteria’s operation including the restaurantquality breakfast with a made-to-order omelet
station, the diverse vegan and vegetarianonly menu, the exceptional salad bar, the
perfect sanitation and the organizational and
descriptive signage. The Thai pesto was such
a favorite among the reviewers that they even
asked for the recipe.
The GE III certificate was created by Michael
Bauccio, chief operating officer of Bon Appétit,
to provide each unit with a standardized set
of principles and operating procedures. These

include alignment with the philosophy of
cooking and purchasing that make Bon Appétit
unique in the marketplace, creating the look
and feel of an attractive and professional
café, enhancing the experience of the guests,
providing for guests with special dietary needs
by clearly labeling food, enlightening guests to
healthy food options and ethical food usage,
creating a safe environment for everyone and,
of course, guest and client satisfaction.
“In many ways this is the culmination of
the efforts of myself, HR and the management
team to build a strong group of individuals
who are committed to excellence,” says
Daniels. “It took a few years to make the
changes, but the effort has been worthwhile
and we are now ready to explore new and
exciting ways to serve our guests and grow our
market share in the community.”
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campus update
First SciFEST features egg drop, quiz bowl, more
Showing the fun learning side of science

From November 14–17, Andrews University
hosted the first SciFEST weekend, put on by
the Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) Division in the College
of Arts & Sciences. The event celebrated
science and gave high school students a taste
of what goes on around campus. For this
first-ever SciFEST, Seventh-day Adventist
academies within the region were invited
to visit Andrews and participate in sciencerelated events and activities along with the
University community and the public.
“We want to show students that careers
in the sciences can fulfill God’s purpose for
people’s lives and that God has deigned each
of us in a special way,” says Rachel Boothby,
STEM Marketing & Enrollment Coordinator. “It
is up to us to discover His design for our lives.”
Students attended a science show put
on by STEM faculty and participated in a
quiz bowl where they won prizes and were
graded for their effort. As fun for the whole
community, SciFEST also featured an egg
drop event with a live play-by-play where

engineering students
dropped homemade
vehicles carrying raw
eggs from the top of
the Science Complex
and were judged on the
vehicles’ performance.
On Saturday, students,
faculty and community
members enjoyed spiritual
fellowship during a
special Sabbath School
and church service put
on by various faculty and
University students.
Academy students participate in a science quiz bowl in Newbold Auditorium
Current Andrews
as part of the first SciFEST weekend.
students were involved
with the events to
better connect with the
participants on a student-to-student basis.
together our departments and share this
High school students and their teachers
connection with the participants,” continues
learned about what is happening in the
Boothby. “It forms a community—to work
departments in a fun and tangible way.
together, to worship together and to enjoy
“The purpose of this event was to bring
science together.”

The ethics of eating

Marion Nestle encourages the campus community to become food activists

“I like turning students into food activists,”
Nestle laughs as she thanked Andrews for
the invitation to speak. “People are really
interested in ethical issues around food. They
really care where food comes from. They care
how animals are raised. This has become
something that lots of people, students in
particular, have become concerned about.”
Nestle is a consumer activist, nutritionist,
award-winning author and academic who
concentrates on the politics of food and
dietary choice. A graduate of the University
of California, Berkeley, Nestle teaches as
a Paulette Goddard Professor at New York
University in the Department of Nutrition,
Food Studies and Public Health, which she
chairs, and is also a professor of sociology.
Introducing the topic of the evening,
Nestle referenced her colleague Kate Clancy’s
original question about the ethics of food
companies, “Is it ethical for food companies
to make, and profit from, highly processed
foods, urge people to consume such foods,

and market such foods to
children?”
“Public health people are
utilitarian in ethical terms,
which means that we think
that if something does the
greatest good for the greatest
number of people, that it’s
ethical.”
Nestle went on to discuss
Marion Nestle raised awareness of ethical food choices.
what the collective good is
in the food industry, who the
stakeholders are and how we
solutions are both personal and societal.
can ensure that the various aspects of food
For the most part, activists are pushing to
production and consumption are done in an
make the food system healthier for people
ethical manner.
and healthier for the environment. It is all
She touched on two specific types of global
about making ethical personal food choices.
issues. The first being food insecurity where
Home cooking, teaching kids how to cook or
there is not enough food available, and
growing your own food are all examples of
the second being obesity where there is an
voting with your fork. Making healthier food
overconsumption of food. Both extremes play
available to everyone should be a priority as
an important role in the ethics of food and
well as experimenting with food caps and
its availability to specific communities. The
changing campaign laws.
FALL 2013
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howard happenings

Fall 2013 at the Howard

Calendar
Visit the Howard Center’s newly
updated howard.andrews.edu for a
schedule of more upcoming events and
to purchase tickets online. Schedule is
subject to change.

Faith Esham, lyric soprano &
Chi Yong Yun, piano

Saturday, January 18, 2014, 7 p.m.
Free admission
Esham has performed in leading
opera houses of the United States
as well as Europe. She received a
GRAMMY Award as principal soloist
and best opera recording in 1984.
She will perform selections that
include pieces by Hugo Wolf and
Henri Duparc.

Israel Houghton & New Breed

Sunday, January 19, 2014, 7 p.m.
$30 reserved seating, $10 AU students,
$25 Flex Series/AU faculty & staff
A group of world-class musicians
united to create a revolutionary
fresh sound, which fuses gospel
praise with contemporary worship
music. Houghton’s current album
Jesus At The Center debuted on
multiple Billboard Charts and
was named by Worship Leader
Magazine as one of the Top 15
worship albums of the decade.

“Great Piano Trios”

Saturday, March 8, 2014, 8 p.m.
$10 general admission, $5 Flex Series/
AU faculty & staff, free for students
Featuring Andrews University
professors Claudio Gonzalez and
Chi Yong Yun as well as renowned
cellist German Marcano.

Clockwise from top left: Heritage Singers & comedian Pete McLeod, September 7  10th Anniversary
Gala Concert, featuring Chi Yong Yun, pianist, October 5  10th Anniversary Contemporary Christian
Concert—Sara Groves, Bebo Norman & Andrew Peterson, October 6  10th Anniversary—Chanticleer,
October 8  Collegiate Choral Invitational, October 19  Omer Quartet, October 23  Wind Symphony
Fall Concert, October 26  A Night of Music, Art & Folklore in Mexico, November 16  Symphony
Orchestra Concert featuring guest soloist Haoli Lin, November 23  Bridal Expo, November 24
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Tickets a
re now ava
ilable
online! Vis
it howard
.andrews.
edu or ca
ll the Box
Office at
269-4713560 or 8
88-467-6
to order b
442
y phone.

